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And what a crazy week it truly was!! We 
started off the week on wheels and we 
ended it with CPW taking his cholent 
powered rocket to the moon. As we 
came to camp this Monday, we were all 
treated to the most amazing roller 
blading experience in the gym. Erez 
Wolfsett was spinning circles around 
Rabbi Sherman as he sped off at 100 
mph around the rink. Rabbi Sherman 
buckled up his blades and got choked by 
the limbo rope as he tried going under. 
When they finally untangled him and the 
guy stopped yelling at him (ooooh 
yeeeaaahhh), he thought it would just be 
smarter to throw campers off a ramp. As 
the seniors and Shua Parnes came flying 
into the gym it was CPW who figured he 
would try skating for the very first time. 
He fell more than Niagara after high 
tide. He crashed more than the stock 
market in 87 and 08 combined. He hit 
the floor more times than an aravah on 
hoshanah rabba being wacked by the 
guy who needs to get off every leaf!! 
Anyway, the jumps and the rollerblading 
was awesome. As the leagues get 
rocking, we find ourselves being so 
happy that Akiva Deutch showed up. 
That’s because now Kovi has one 
win…and 9 loses. Fleisher’s fish market 
is not in first place as donkey Kong 
Kleiman keeps on winning and big Joe 
grow (now I feel like CPW) is 
demanding a trade!! On Tuesday we 
rocked out an amazing kichels game in 
camp. Now, you might think this is an 

only Friday night in the winter game 
with the family but you’re wrong!! As 
my family said goodbye to our kichels 
game, (we knew it wasn’t coming back 
home, kinda like CPW’S animal 
costumes which are everywhere, I really 
think he has a stash in his house that he 
keeps taking from. That, or he has a sign 
out sheet and makes you bring it back, 
but I don’t think so. Sign out sheets are 
not his type. Maybe the sign out but not 
the sheet.) The entire junior division, 
with all of its relatives, (peak pre1a) 
paced the closed lunchroom for this epic 
and original (CPW) idea. The cards were 
hilarious, and Abie Halpert was doing 
his best with Yakov feet (CPW) to get 
the best cards for his bunk. As we got 
down to the final four it was peak who 
won it in the last round and took the 
kichels championship. They all got a 
free subscription to Mishpacha magazine 
which they all traded in for code red 
mountain dews. Tuesday after camp the 
extreme group went on an amazing 
overnight to Six Flags New England. 
We packed the vans and were off on the 
2-and-a-half-hour trip to six flags. We 
would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Rabbi Ferber and Erps 
respectfully for their contribution to the 
trip we couldn’t have done it without 
you. As we got to the park, we all 
devoured our deli sandwiches and 
gulped down our mountain dews and 
then it was off to the rides. The first ride 
we did was the Batman ride. After the 7 
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loops and 14 corkscrew we hobbled off 
the ride and made it to the exit. 
Remember those sandwiches we spoke 
about…it was then off to the amazing 
Riddler ride (which Rabbi Peikes was 
tricked into going on by Dovid 
Benjamin) and the Superman ride. Both 
were so crazy we just had to take a 
break. By a break I mean just sitting on 
these chairs that go 1489 feet into the 
air. Did I forget to mention that they also 
spin around at 67 mph. after those 
amazing rides and winning 3 huge 
peppers, it was time to load the vans for 
trip number two. We drove only an hour 
and a half to the Albany caves where we 
all got our sleeping bags and some of us 
our sleeping beds and settled down to 
sleep. Actually I settled down to sleep, 
rumor has it that Rabbi Peikes was up 
for a while longer as some of the kids 
were sleep challenged. The staff stayed 
up as well. The next morning after an 
amazing and inspiring (late) shachris we 
all had a delicious breakfast of fresh 
bagels and spreads and cereal and juice!! 
We then got our climbing gear and went 
caving and climbing. We zipped down 
the zip line and even got a chance to 
help others climb the crazy walls. At one 
o’clock we had a full lunch and then 
packed up to head back to camp. All I 
can say is it was an epic extreme trip and 
I’m happy to be back home in my cozy 
bed! Wednesday, we got Yitz back and 
boy were we happy. That’s because we 
technically almost got health 

departmented (real word it means when 
the DOH comes to your camp it’s a 
verb: the act of coming to be inspected 
by the health department) without our 
director again and that wouldn’t be fun 
at all. The problem was that Rabbi 
Sherman was on the overnight, so we 
ran into two problems. Firstly, we had 
no one to stuff 85 souls on one bus. 
Secondly, we have no intelligence as to 
what happened at the amazing 
SKYZONE bounce place.  I assume all 
the campers had an amazing time 
jumping all over the place and doing 
amazing flips. They probably also loved 
the claw game and the motorcycle racing 
thing. For more info about that trip 
check out Zisha Fortgang’s article titled 
“I’m at my best friend’s wedding so I 
couldn’t write an article or go on the 
overnight or do the pool for the DOH or 
go to high exposure or…” will we ever 
see Zisha again? (Zisha: actually you 
will. Avrumi Saks was jumping all over 
the place on the best trip ever. Akiva 
Deutsch and Binyamin Heineman were 
doing triple flips, so was Eli Fleischer 
but he wasn’t doing it on purpose. Dovi 
Saks was slam dunking on crazy high 
baskets and everyone was dodgeballing 
another Sherman word. Hide n seek in 
the foam pit was also fun. Now Back to 
Rabbi Sherman)On Thursday we 
actually got Health Departmented. Our 
good friend Charles came to visit us in 
Camp Chevra. The sports were just as 
crazy, and the fun activities were just as 
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fun. Rabbi Original (cp’s words) put 
together another great activity for the 
younger division. They played human 
connect four. This is when four kids who 
don’t really know each other and have 
not become friends over the first six 
weeks of camp get together and sing 
songs and play Lego. It’s all sponsored 
by the CCHF shalom project. After the 
kumbaya and achdus we played a 
different connect four. This was where 
every kid drags a chair up two or three 
flights of stairs depending on if you go 
through the back or the front. If you 
went through the back its three mini 
flights, one rock climbing hill, one grass 
hill and then you were there. Each boy 
would carry a balloon to his chair and sit 
down. If one bunk gets four in a row 
they win!! It was a pop because 
everyone got balloons and by the looks 
of the fields at dismissal none of them 
made it home. It was then off to the 
volleyball court where the staff would 
take on the head staff in a volleyball 
tournament. It started off competitively 
as the head staff let the young guys think 
they had a chance, but then it was all on 
for the HS and we dominated. We, the 
head staff won and therefore, as Zisha 
managed to say fourteen times before he 
ran off to his best friend’s wedding, 
EVERYONE GETS SCRATCH OFFS!! 
The extra guys then got this delicious 
BBQ and were off to High Exposure in 
this wicked party bus!! The climbing 
and swinging from the ropes were 

amazing as camper after camper made it 
to the tops of the walls. They even got to 
do the new outdoor ninja warior course 
and we are happy to say Shael Steinhart 
had an amazing time.They had an 
amazing time as they boarded the party 
bus blasting with music!! Friday is a 
beautiful day in camp where every boy 
got his own scratch off. There were 
grand prize winners won by Mulbauer 
and many many others…. You won a 
grand prize and you won a grand 
prize…its COLORWAR 2023!!! 

THINGS TO LOOK 
FORWARD TO NEXT WEEK 

Monday – COLOR WAR 

Tuesday –THE WINNER IS…. 

Wednesday – CAKE BAKE 

Thursday - SUPER DUPER 

BOUNCE U AND CLEMETON      
 TRIPS 

Friday – SURPRISE 

 















 

Arguably my shortest article yet (this year at least) and yet it ironically included Thursday (in fact most of the fine print part was 

formulated over tisha bav too) which leaves us up to last week Friday and this is it. As was the case the entire three weeks, there was 

absolutely nothing happening in camp on Fryday, to the extent that rabbi pikis and rabbi shermun were bored enough that they invented a 

new concept (maybe they just decided there needs to be more that makes this summer different than other years) and they called it (they 

never actuallly called it this) SUNGLASSES BREAKOUT as follows. They were playing with the giant scale even though it had a huge do not touch 

sign on it (they didn’t go on it but they chose representatives who weighed presumably the same amount) and then they said well if I win you 

all get sunglasses, (all the kids say, oh this must be some shtik cuz they got tons of glasses) allofasudden the screen was turned around (I’m 

impressed the screen went this long without getting broken [“I give it two weeks”- zisha on first day of camp]) and it said COLOR 

WAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (if you weren’t there you’re like wait it’s color war? And Binyamin hinamin was so pumped) But rabbi pikes apparently didn’t 

mean for it to happen then so he said we’ll do color war a different day, and he just gave out sunglasses instead, (to everyone but Moishy 

kaplovitz) saying that anyone who wears them on munday gets in a raffle. (“this better be worth it we spent a dollar on each pair”- r’piqis and 

I’m like, you should let rabbi shermin teach you how to use ebay…) Then it was 1:03 and music played for 1.03 seconds before zisha said that 

we can’t play music cuz now it’s a game. Later we had a game and there was music cuz it was musical chairs and zishe made sure to sing all the 

music himself (get it cuz it was chasidish music) I was only there for a second that I slipped out of dancing at swikers with eliyahu Saltzman but 

from what I saw, ari Bernstein attempted to assassinate “DJ” Yossi nueman to get on a chair (now you know why we don’t let kids play) I would 

know more if I was by more, but I wasn’t (“ok you saw what the activity was, now go back to swikers”- r pikkiss) (“do I get a shoutout for 

winning?”- zevi jakobs. “no.”-me) well I guess art has at least caused there to be special activity on Fridays. (Also on friday was cantata critique, 

where expert judges asked mr zegledi why it is raining inside amir I mean erez’s room) 

OK MONDAY!!!!!!! (yitz is impressed) we looked out far and wide fore all the sunglasses wearing kids and true to his word, rabbi pikes 

made a raffle, between Yehuda balsam, levi balsam and avrumi Halberstam. The winner won off brand cornflakes. Rebsherm was so pumped 

about his new music and was rocking away to ein od milvado (2019) and now we know what toon he’ll use for his NEXT song. We got bak in 

the POOOOOL and doniklimin clean shaved unicorn went for a swim, and Naftali Klein/chaim weiderman did impressive cannonballs. Then we 

had roler blayd, the floor was all wet from the spray bottle that everyone kept falling down and had to wear hair nets to keep out the dust. 

Rafi Weinraub wore one over his helmet too. Then we did the ramp and rabbi Sherman threw avrumi saks to the ceiling.  

Now comes navi time, because every year we article writers (that’s me and mordechai shmutter- true story, look in his book called 

jewish time) have moments when we say something and then something happens that makes it takes on new meaning (awk I should tell him it 

may just be because your art caused a change… whatev) SOOOO widout furder adu: I was all (this was when rabbi sherme said his article 

would top all artickle, I say) yeah, kichels your going out of biznis” then rebbeshrim gets a twinkle in his eye and says, “you like the kichels?” 

and I say “yes I am an orthodox jew, thank you” so later we played THE kichels tm, we learned rabbi pikes will be agent emes when he grows 

up, rabbi shirm bought out all the leftover parve cholent and of course that “Donny” kleimin (he got offended his name was spelled wrong, I 

get a thank you for giving Yehuda Heinemann a shoutout last week spelling it “juda hinamin” (and I just did that cuz I was rushed and that’s 

the fastest way to write it) happens to be I stayed for extra on Tuesday cuz rabbi wincelberg’s car wasn’t available till 5:30, but even at font size 

10 (that used to be small even for the quotes!) and expanded textbox margins, I still don’t think we have room SOOO have a totally fantastical 

FANTABULICIOUS WHAKADOODLE SHABBATTTT and I shall b seeingue.. 

“whoa shotz fired in that last week article, well you’ll see this article will blow all others out of the water”-rabbi shurmn/ “last weeks article wasn’t meant to be funny, it 

was the Tisha bav edition”- me/ “it was still funnier than week 2 article”- you know who (do you?)/ (this isn’t a quote but whatev) rabbi shermin wrote his third song of the 

summer [or at least he tried] [“what, we always write a new song biweekly! That’s what makes this summer different than every other year!”- rabbi shermin] (“do people 

actually say all the quotes you write?- Daniel gotesman [he actually said that]) eitherwho, rabbi shurm was gonna give a shoutout to every staff member, but then he 

realized that they didn’t do anything shoutout worthy (he was gonna give ginsberg but he gets too many shoutouts) so he just gave a (generic) shoutout to me (I would 

consider that line art with the intention of causing change [#bentzi Weiss], but I know that the staff don’t read (or at least are not medayek in) my articles (yet…) 

[this is actually a quote] “sheiners plays old musicand for some reason people still go there! Ok, that’s where I get my jokes, its also where I get my music”- r sherm [not 

necessarily actually said]/ “spray me”- avi senderovic, yonah Klein, Betzalel zucker, Dovid Benjamin, etc/ “bring me a freezing cold seltzer”-r’ pikis/ *cringe*- Shimon ekstein 

“Dovid moshowitz came to play”- anonymous/ “when’s swikers?”- multiple/ “is canteen open?”- multiple/ “yes I am the tzaddik” -binyOmin cohen, zevy shulgaser, shaya g. 

 

 

 Why Are You  
NOT Wearing A Suit? 

By Sneaky Dubbs 

Chaim Pesach Weiss 
Yess Indeed Your Favorité Staff Monster 

p.s. - there are three of 

the C  P  Dubbs  logo  in  

3 different places in 

camp - where are they? 



).יב:י... (אלקיך שואל מעמך' ועתה ישראל מה ה  
“Behold ישראל,what does ה'  requests from you...”. 

 
 This פסוּק is the hint to the מצוה דרבנן of pronouncing מאה ברכוֹת, one hundred 
blessings a day! Let us understand what this is all about. 
 Originally, this precept was enacted by ּמשה רבינו. After time, it was partially 
forgotten and neglected. דוד המלך came along and reinstated it as a protection against a terrible 
plague that was killing one hundred men every day! The גמרא in מסכת מנחוֹת ( :מג ) tells us that 
a play on words spells out this obligation. Read the פסוּק replacing the word  מה with מאה. “ 'ה  
requests one hundred (ברכוֹת) from you!” The מפרשים struggle with the strength of this hint and 
offer many other hints found in the פסוּק. 
 The בעל הטוּרים adds two other points here. Firstly, the פסוּק itself contains a total of one 
hundred letters! Additionally, the word  ממך has the numerical value of one hundred. Hinting to 
the fact that ה'  desires one hundred ממך ,ברכוֹת, from you!  
 What is the understanding of all three of these hints? In a relationship, we have the 
opportunity to develop closeness by expressing gratitude and thanks. This is the way that people 
grow dearer, by recognizing and appreciating what the other provides for them and expressing 
thanks! Hence, in our relationship with ה'  we make ברכוֹת !ברכוֹת are a vehicle through which 
we acknowledge all that ה'  so generously provides us with! There are three requirements for this. 
The best thank you is expressed with the following three characteristics: 
1. It is well thought out. 
2. It is stated articulately and not mumbled. 
3. It emanates from our own heart, and is not forced. 
It is possible that this is what the three hints found in the פסוּק express! 
 not worth too much ,מה The Berachos should be thought out, otherwise they are :מאה and מה.1
(Based on Sefer HaChaim)! 
2.100 Letters: This shows that it should be expressed clearly and not just sped through sloppily, 
just as every letter in the verse is important and expressed! 
3 .ממך : Hints to the idea that it must come from you! 
These are the keys to the best ברכוֹת and thanks to ה' ! 
 In the building of the משכן, we find the appearance of the number one hundred in a 
unique place. There were one hundred sockets that held up the walls of the משכן. They were the 
foundation and ground support for the entire building. The purpose of the משכן was to provide a 
dwelling place for ה'  in this world. Our job is to bring ה'  into our lives as well. Hence, ל"חז  
established for us guidelines as to how to accomplish this bond. They gave us מאה ברכוֹת which 
are the foundation for getting close to ה' ! When we make a ברכה, we are thanking ה'  and 
bringing down many more ברכוֹת in return for our gratitude! Just as the sockets were the support 
and foundation of the Mishkan, so too מאה ברכוֹת are the foundation of gratitude and support of 
our relationship with ה' . May we all merit that ה'  should bestow His ברכוֹת upon us in return for 
our proper adherence and care in making ברכוֹת properly for Him! 
      Sincerely  
              
      Noam Peikes 
 



    CAMPER OF THE WEEK 

1A      Eliyahu Zucker 

1B     Daniel Levi   Moshe Yechezkel Katz 

1C     Yitzi Rubin    

Avraham    Leo Fogel 

Yitzchok    Avrumi Saks 

Yaakov      Ezra Moshe Dougherty  Yitzy Sherman 

Moshe    Tani Kahana   Ariel Kahana 

Ahron      Shlomo Stern 

Dovid       Chaim Wiedermann 

Reuven      Eitan Vilinsky 

Shimon      Efrayim Zimmerman  

Levi     Ari Rosenberg   Yaakov Nemtzov 

Yehuda     Shua Parnes 

Yissachar    Osher Vaksman   Tzvi Dunnar    

Zevulun     Volvi Klein 

Extreme A      Davidi Balouka  Shaya Frank 

Extreme B    Chaim Schuh 



Last name First name TEAM 
 

Bunk   Last name First name TEAM 
 

Bunk 

Balsam Levi BLUE/TORAH 1B   Blobstein Ezriel GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Drillman Yaakov BLUE/TORAH 1B   Bogopulsky Yakov GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Eisenstadt Benyamin BLUE/TORAH 1B   Danziger Mendel GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Eizik Mordy BLUE/TORAH 1B   Gold Avi GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Friedman Dovi BLUE/TORAH 1B   Goldfinger Avraham GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Gelb Chaim BLUE/TORAH 1B   Hershberg Issac GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Katz Moshe Yechezkel BLUE/TORAH 1B   Indig Yerachmiel GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Kelman Dov BLUE/TORAH 1B   Kaff Tzvi GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Levi Daniel Shlomo BLUE/TORAH 1B   Klein Yonah GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Pantierer Shmuel Tzvi BLUE/TORAH 1B   Koschitzki Michoel GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Plotzker Shua BLUE/TORAH 1B   Kut Aron GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Zlotnick Jj BLUE/TORAH 1B   Levenshteyn Yomo GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Benjamin Yonah BLUE/TORAH 1C   Okolica Yakov GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Gelb Yosef BLUE/TORAH 1C   Rosen Gavi GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Genack Yitzi BLUE/TORAH 1C   Schwab Moshe GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Goldstein Zevi BLUE/TORAH 1C   Zucker Eliyahu GREEN/TEFILLA 1A 

Roth Chaim BLUE/TORAH 1C   Eisenberg Mordechai GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Rubin Yitzy BLUE/TORAH 1C   Fogel Leo GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Singer Zechariah BLUE/TORAH 1C   Hoffman Noam GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Spilman Eitan BLUE/TORAH 1C   Pomerantz Yisroel GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Stern Asher BLUE/TORAH 1C   Stein Aaron GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Vilinsky Akiva BLUE/TORAH 1C   Toporowitz Shlomo GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Wassner Eli BLUE/TORAH 1C   Wasserman Raphael GREEN/TEFILLA 2A 

Weg Asher BLUE/TORAH 1C   Brezner Yosef GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Yablonsky Shmuel Meir BLUE/TORAH 1C   Gold Yosef GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Bromberg Yaakov BLUE/TORAH 2A   Levin Ari GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Cooper Zevi BLUE/TORAH 2A   Levitz Dovi GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Katzenstein Ahron BLUE/TORAH 2A   Lichter Nosson GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Schonfeld Dani BLUE/TORAH 2A   Muhlbauer Yisrael GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Schreiber Ari BLUE/TORAH 2A   Reznick Yehuda GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Sendrovic Avi BLUE/TORAH 2A   Saks Avrumi GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Weinstein Shimon BLUE/TORAH 2A   Singer Tzvi GREEN/TEFILLA 2B 

Brezner Shlomo BLUE/TORAH 2B   Dougherty Ezra-Moshe GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 

Glassman Dubi BLUE/TORAH 2B   Greenstein Aryeh GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 

Greenfield Benny BLUE/TORAH 2B   Klein Benny GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 

Gross Yehuda BLUE/TORAH 2B   Riven Dovid Yonah GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 

Josephson Yosef BLUE/TORAH 2B   Sherman Yitzy GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 

Moshowitz Dovid BLUE/TORAH 2B   Stein Yonatan GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 

Rand Tzvi BLUE/TORAH 2B   Steinman Bentzion GREEN/TEFILLA 2C 



Rosenberg Dovi BLUE/TORAH 2B   Kahana Ariel GREEN/TEFILLA 3A 

Szanzer Yosef BLUE/TORAH 2B   Reiss Shlomo GREEN/TEFILLA 3A 

Berman Binyamin BLUE/TORAH 2C   Renzoni Dovid GREEN/TEFILLA 3A 

Ehrenpreis Yosef Chaim BLUE/TORAH 2C   Salvay Aviel GREEN/TEFILLA 3A 

Eisenstadt Yossi BLUE/TORAH 2C   Schiller Davey GREEN/TEFILLA 3A 

Isaac Raphael BLUE/TORAH 2C   Steinman Yosef Ahron GREEN/TEFILLA 3A 

Kohn Elisha BLUE/TORAH 2C   Eichorn Shaul GREEN/TEFILLA 3B 

Parnes Shimmy BLUE/TORAH 2C   Fried Nachi GREEN/TEFILLA 3B 

Rosenfeld Aryeh BLUE/TORAH 2C   Herzberg Abie GREEN/TEFILLA 3B 

Smith Eytan BLUE/TORAH 2C   Mandelbaum Yehuda GREEN/TEFILLA 3B 

Adler Gavriel BLUE/TORAH 3A   Stern Shlomo GREEN/TEFILLA 3B 

Beller Yishai BLUE/TORAH 3A   Burger Moshe GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Deutsch Mordechai BLUE/TORAH 3A   Fried Yy GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Kahana Tani BLUE/TORAH 3A   Gelman 
Shlomo 

Menachem GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Rubin Mordechai BLUE/TORAH 3A   Ginsberg Avrumi GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Schneid Zorach BLUE/TORAH 3A   Hutman Chaim GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Wolf Yitzy BLUE/TORAH 3A   Klein Shmuel GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Baum Zevi BLUE/TORAH 3B   Silberberg Mordechai GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Fish Yoel BLUE/TORAH 3B   Zucker Asher GREEN/TEFILLA 3C 

Gold Benyamin BLUE/TORAH 3B   Gelb Moshe GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Schiffman Aryeh BLUE/TORAH 3B   Genack Aryeh GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Smith Aryeh BLUE/TORAH 3B   Gershuny Chaim GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Goldberg Asaf BLUE/TORAH 3C   Kaufman Naftali GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Klein Naftali BLUE/TORAH 3C   Loeb Heshy  GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Lowenstein Chanoch BLUE/TORAH 3C   Muntner Meir Leib GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Nemtzov Azariah BLUE/TORAH 3C   Rubin Eli GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Pantierer Yaakov Eliyahu BLUE/TORAH 3C   Strimling Shmuel GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Saltzman Eliyahu BLUE/TORAH 3C   Zlotnick Huda GREEN/TEFILLA 4A 

Wiedermann Chaim BLUE/TORAH 3C   Adler Nachman GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Zucker Betzalel BLUE/TORAH 3C   Blobstein Mordy GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Balsam Yehuda BLUE/TORAH 4A   Brecher Yehuda Aryeh GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Benisti Yosef BLUE/TORAH 4A   Gleiberman Aryeh GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Broyde Dani BLUE/TORAH 4A   Heinemann Eliyahu GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Friedman Dovi BLUE/TORAH 4A   Rab Yoni GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Hellman Avraham BLUE/TORAH 4A   Saks Dovi GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Itzkowitz Chaim Dov BLUE/TORAH 4A   Zimerman Ephraim GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Peikes Yehuda BLUE/TORAH 4A   Zucker Shmuel GREEN/TEFILLA 4B 

Rosenberg Shaya BLUE/TORAH 4A   Greenstein Isaac GREEN/TEFILLA 5A 

Vilinsky Eitan BLUE/TORAH 4A   Kopstick Eliyahu Meir GREEN/TEFILLA 5A 

Weinraub Refael BLUE/TORAH 4A   Moscovitz Calev GREEN/TEFILLA 5A 

Wicentowsky Aryeh BLUE/TORAH 4A   Rosenberg Ari GREEN/TEFILLA 5A 



Fisher Gabriel BLUE/TORAH 4B   Rubin Naftali GREEN/TEFILLA 5A 

Heinemann Yaakov BLUE/TORAH 4B   Shulman Yisroel GREEN/TEFILLA 5A 

Kagan Azarya BLUE/TORAH 4B   Avitan Busi Yonatan GREEN/TEFILLA 5B 

Kraus Hershey BLUE/TORAH 4B   Dayan David GREEN/TEFILLA 5B 

Landy Menachem BLUE/TORAH 4B   Faivushevitz Mordechai GREEN/TEFILLA 5B 

Litenatsky Shai BLUE/TORAH 4B   Fiskus Avi GREEN/TEFILLA 5B 

Mandel Matanel BLUE/TORAH 4B   Gordon Soly GREEN/TEFILLA 5B 

Pomerantz Yossi BLUE/TORAH 4B   Stern Chaim GREEN/TEFILLA 5B 

Taub Joe BLUE/TORAH 4B   Benshlomo Daniel GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Amsel Mordechai BLUE/TORAH 5A   Deutsch Akiva GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Goldberg Chovav BLUE/TORAH 5A   Kaplovitz Dovi GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Gutman Yomo BLUE/TORAH 5A   Rubin Meir GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Kirsh Yehuda BLUE/TORAH 5A   Stansky Yehuda GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Nemtzov Yaakov BLUE/TORAH 5A   Stern Doni GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Schwarz Shmuel BLUE/TORAH 5A   Vaksman Osher GREEN/TEFILLA 6A 

Singer Asher BLUE/TORAH 5A   Gelman Yisrael Moshe GREEN/TEFILLA 6B 

Brown Eli BLUE/TORAH 5B   Heinemann Binyamin GREEN/TEFILLA 6B 

Goldenberg Baruch BLUE/TORAH 5B   Klein Zev GREEN/TEFILLA 6B 

Herzberg Manny BLUE/TORAH 5B   Stern Shimmy GREEN/TEFILLA 6B 

Parnes Shua BLUE/TORAH 5B   Yess Michael GREEN/TEFILLA 6B 

Streicher Izzy BLUE/TORAH 5B   Benshimon Yosef GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

dunner tzvi BLUE/TORAH 6A   Elbaum Shimon GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

Friedman Yitzy BLUE/TORAH 6A   Greenstein Chaim GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

Goldstein Menachem BLUE/TORAH 6A   Halpert Gavriel GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

Gotesman Daniel BLUE/TORAH 6A   Laine Eli GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

Kahana Akiva BLUE/TORAH 6A   Peikes Avraham GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

Moeller Yakov BLUE/TORAH 6A   Voss Gavi GREEN/TEFILLA 7A 

Newhouse Avi BLUE/TORAH 6A   Fishman Yosef GREEN/TEFILLA 8A 

Schwartz Yehuda Meir BLUE/TORAH 6A   Beilin Harry GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Beilin Daniel BLUE/TORAH 6B   Davidgoleh Moshe GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Greenfield Daniel BLUE/TORAH 6B   Eisenstadt Chaim Tzvi GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Josephson Dovi BLUE/TORAH 6B   Goldberger Shloimy GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Klein Eli BLUE/TORAH 6B   Haas Avi GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Rayvich Avromy BLUE/TORAH 6B   Schiller Moshe BLUE/TORAH 8B 

Balouka Davidi BLUE/TORAH 7A   Kaplovitz Moishy GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Benjamin Dovid BLUE/TORAH 7A   Kaufman Tzvi GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Eisenbach Shimon BLUE/TORAH 7A   Sabol Gabi GREEN/TEFILLA 8B 

Felsenburg Ezzie BLUE/TORAH 7A           

Freund Mayer BLUE/TORAH 7A           

Ptalis Shlomo BLUE/TORAH 7A           

Weinraub Akiva BLUE/TORAH 7A           



Berman Moshe BLUE/TORAH 8A           

Heinemann Yehuda BLUE/TORAH 8A           

Marozov Choni BLUE/TORAH 8A           

Schuh Chaim BLUE/TORAH 8A           

Steinhart Shael BLUE/TORAH 8A           

Steinhart Shaya BLUE/TORAH 8A           

Weil Meir BLUE/TORAH 8B           

Wolfset Erez BLUE/TORAH 8B           

Zidell Moshe BLUE/TORAH 8B           

 


